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This six-CD box set is a definitive overview of The Doors’ career, compiled with unparalleled
attention to detail and meticulously crafted to present the sound and presentation of their original

albums in the truest context possible. Titled The Doors: The Music, The Myth, The Band, this
collection features unparalleled attention to detail and unparalleled musical presentation. The box

set is available digitally today and comes packaged in a deluxe box set with newly designed artwork.
Purchase the box set here . L.A. Woman was never intended to be a single. But just as Jim Morrison
and the rest of the Doors were about to go into the recording studio, he found himself in the studio

with L.A. Woman. The newly recorded vocal track led to Jim casually adding two new lines during the
song. The two new lines were so impressive to Morrison that he had them released on the finished

album and they became a staple of live shows. L.A. Woman continues to be a highlight of the Doors
classic album catalogue. Love Her Madly was originally a bit different. In the studio, the Doors

recorded “Love Her Madly” with a completely different arrangement with the lines, “Tell her I watch
you all with my heart’ and the chorus, “I know that some day she’ll see her through” etc. You’re Just
A Lucky Guy was recorded with Morrison and the studio band for the Doors debut. With his band, Jim
Morrison sings on “You’re Just A Lucky Guy.” Every other take of the song has him singing with the
band in a different instrumentation and arrangement. The third version, originally recorded at the

Paris Olympia Studio in Paris, France, is the version included on The Doors.
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